
Définition/description du marché
Gartner définit les services de développement d’IA (CAIDS) comme des services hébergés dans le

cloud ou conteneurisés qui permettent aux développeurs de logiciels qui ne sont pas des experts

en science des données d’utiliser des modèles d’intelligence artificielle (IA) via des API, des kits

de développement logiciel (SDK) ou des applications. Les fonctionnalités de base comprennent

l’apprentissage automatique automatisé (autoML), la préparation automatisée des données,

l’ingénierie des caractéristiques, la création automatisée de modèles et la gestion des modèles.

Parmi les fonctionnalités complémentaires optionnelles et importantes, citons les services de

langage et de vision tels que l’analyse des sentiments et la génération d’images.

Notre vision du marché CAIDS se concentre sur la capacité de chaque fournisseur à répondre aux

besoins futurs des utilisateurs finaux. Les fournisseurs qui n’offrent que des services linguistiques

ou des services de vision, ainsi que les fournisseurs qui se spécialisent uniquement dans des cas

d’utilisation spécifiques, ont été exclus de ce Magic Quadrant.
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Les responsables de l’ingénierie logicielle sont désireux de fournir des fonctionnalités

prédictives et intelligentes aux utilisateurs d’applications, mais leurs équipes peuvent

manquer de compétences. Les services de développement d’IA dans le cloud offrent aux

équipes une assistance et une accélération pour tirer parti des avancées de l’IA dans les

domaines de l’intelligence artificielle, du langage, de la vision et de l’autoML.

Figure 1 : Magic Quadrant pour les services de développement
Cloud AI
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Points forts et mises en garde des fournisseurs

Alibaba Cloud

Alibaba Cloud est un challenger dans ce Magic Quadrant. L’offre de produits d’Alibaba Cloud

couvre les services de langage, de vision et d’autoML. L’entreprise fournit ces services via des

modèles prédéfinis que les développeurs peuvent facilement personnaliser. Ces modèles

comprennent des services pour les grands secteurs verticaux, tels que la banque, la finance,

l’assurance, l’éducation, le gouvernement et les soins de santé, ainsi que plusieurs autres

industries plus petites.

Alibaba Cloud est une filiale d’Alibaba, une société publique comptant 48 bureaux dans le monde

et dont le siège social est situé à Hangzhou, en Chine. Elle a une petite présence en Europe, au

Moyen-Orient et en Afrique (EMEA) et en Amérique du Nord, mais ses opérations sont

principalement en Chine et dans d’autres pays d’Asie du Sud-Est et du Pacifique

Forces

Innovation : l’offre CAIDS d’Alibaba Cloud est hautement personnalisable, ce qui permet

souvent l’utilisation d’outils low-code et de SDK. La plate-forme ModelScope d’Alibaba propose



de nombreux modèles prédéfinis que les développeurs peuvent facilement modifier pour

s’adapter à une grande variété de cas d’utilisation dans ses services de langage et de vision.

Des techniques d’apprentissage en quelques coups améliorent encore ces capacités. Son

modèle de langage structBERT améliore également les services linguistiques de l’entreprise.

Alibaba Cloud offre des capacités de traduction exceptionnellement solides, avec la prise en

charge de plus de langues que tout autre fournisseur.

Compréhension du marché : Le portefeuille d’Alibaba Cloud est clairement motivé par la

demande des clients, comme en témoigne son offre de vision qui se concentre sur les

principaux secteurs verticaux, tels que la vente au détail, les médias et la logistique. L’entreprise

continue d’améliorer son portefeuille CAIDS et permet aux clients d’adapter facilement les

services à leurs cas d’utilisation sans avoir besoin de compétences en science des données.

Par exemple, les capacités de génération d’images d’Alibaba Cloud sont faciles à utiliser et

permettent de personnaliser un exemple d’image pour l’adapter à des cas d’utilisation

spécifiques.

Viabilité globale : Alibaba Cloud est une filiale en propriété exclusive d’Alibaba, un conglomérat

multinational. L’entreprise dispose de ressources considérables pour pénétrer n’importe quel

marché et saisir toutes les opportunités. Elle a également la discipline nécessaire pour

s’assurer qu’elle peut offrir un ensemble complet de produits et de services avant de s’étendre à

de nouveaux marchés ou régions.

Précautions

Stratégie produit : la plateforme peut être difficile à naviguer pour les développeurs.

L’exhaustivité de l’offre CAIDS d’Alibaba Cloud ajoute un niveau de complexité.

Stratégie géographique : Alibaba Cloud a une couverture limitée en dehors de la Chine, du

Moyen-Orient et de l’Asie/Pacifique. Cette focalisation géographique étroite se reflète

également dans certaines des limites des produits de ses services linguistiques. Bien que ses

capacités de traduction soient très solides, ses autres services linguistiques et sa

documentation produit prennent en charge un nombre relativement limité de langues.

Exécution marketing : Alibaba Cloud dispose d’une solide exécution marketing en Chine, mais

d’une présence marketing minimale en dehors du pays. Bien que cette stratégie soit un choix

conscient d’Alibaba Cloud, les clients en dehors de la Chine peuvent ne pas connaître les offres

d’Alibaba.

Amazon Web Services

Amazon Web Services (AWS) est l’un des leaders de ce Magic Quadrant. Son offre CAIDS, qui

comprend Amazon SageMaker et d’autres services de langage et de vision populaires, est conçue

pour automatiser l’ensemble du cycle d’IA et de ML, du développement aux opérations. AWS

permet aux développeurs de créer des solutions par eux-mêmes, avec l’aide d’un personnel AWS

dédié, d’architectes de solutions ou de partenaires consultants.

AWS a son siège social à Seattle, dans l’État de Washington, et dispose d’une forte présence

mondiale sur le marché CAIDS, avec des clients dans tous les secteurs. AWS peut être un choix



attrayant pour les charges de travail de production en raison de ses faibles coûts opérationnels et

de l’étendue de ses services d’IA et de ses choix d’infrastructure.

Forces

Exécution des ventes et tarification : l’approche d’AWS en matière de ventes et de tarification a

attiré des centaines de milliers de clients vers son offre CAIDS. En 2022, AWS a lancé

l’explorateur de cas d’utilisation de l’IA qui enrichit la bibliothèque de solutions AWS et les

architectes de solutions pour aider les clients et les prospects à sélectionner les solutions d’IA

adaptées à leurs besoins spécifiques à leur secteur et à leur entreprise. L’offre CAIDS d’AWS est

proposée à un prix compétitif (il n’y a pas de frais minimums ni d’engagements initiaux) et les

clients ne paient que ce qu’ils utilisent.

Stratégie géographique : AWS propose une infrastructure cloud mondiale étendue. Ses zones

de disponibilité offrent une couverture supérieure à celle de ses concurrents, et AWS permet

aux clients de déployer facilement leurs modèles sur plusieurs zones de disponibilité. Son offre

CAIDS est disponible dans les Amériques, la région EMEA et l’Asie/Pacifique. AWS propose

également des services de langage et d’autoML en Chine. Elle prévoit de s’étendre en Thaïlande

et d’accroître sa présence en Australie et en Nouvelle-Zélande.

Viabilité globale : AWS est une grande multinationale disposant de ressources suffisantes pour

étendre ses offres aux clients de tous les marchés et de toutes les régions. La société mère

d’AWS, Amazon, a déclaré que ses ventes nettes avaient augmenté de 9 % pour atteindre 514,0

milliards de dollars en 2022, tandis que les ventes d’AWS ont augmenté de 29 % d’une année

sur l’autre pour atteindre 80,1 milliards de dollars.

Précautions

Stratégie produit : Bien qu’il ait récemment annoncé son intention de créer une solution

multicloud, AWS offre actuellement peu d’options aux clients à la recherche d’une solution

multicloud. Si la portabilité du cloud figure en bonne place parmi les priorités des clients, ceux-

ci devraient envisager des fournisseurs capables de s’exécuter en mode natif sur différents

clouds.

Innovation : les utilisateurs d’AWS CAIDS devront peut-être intensifier leurs efforts avec des

logiciels open source, tirer parti du partenariat Hugging Face récemment annoncé ou visiter

AWS Marketplace pour découvrir les produits et services de ML les plus populaires. Une

augmentation de la recherche et du développement par AWS stimulerait son innovation et lui

donnerait plus de visibilité.

Réactivité au marché : bien que les nouvelles cartes de service d’IA d’AWS pour la

correspondance faciale d’Amazon Rekognition, Amazon Textract AnalyzeID et Amazon

Transcribe soient d’excellentes étapes vers le renforcement de son IA responsable, l’entreprise

ne fournit que trois cartes de service d’IA au moment de la rédaction de cet article. Depuis

2022, AWS a fait des progrès dans la fourniture de fonctionnalités d’équité, de robustesse et

d’explicabilité avec Amazon SageMaker Clarify et Model Monitor, mais les clients à la recherche



de fonctionnalités d’IA responsables clés en main devront peut-être envisager des options

personnalisées.

Baidu

Baidu est un challenger dans ce Magic Quadrant. Baidu propose une vaste gamme de services

d’IA pour les fonctions d’autoML, de langage et de vision. Son siège social est situé à Beijing, en

Chine, et ses opérations et ses clients sont également principalement basés en Chine. Ses

services Baidu Brain prennent en charge à la fois ses services d’IA internes et commerciaux.

Baidu compte plus de 1 300 employés qui se concentrent sur le portefeuille commercial CAIDS.

Le groupe de technologie de l’IA et les laboratoires d’IA de Baidu comptent environ 2 000

employés, qui développent des technologies telles qu’Ernie (un grand modèle de langage),

PaddlePaddle (une plate-forme d’apprentissage profond open source), des puces d’IA, DuerOS (un

assistant virtuel) et Baidu Apollo (pour la conduite autonome).

Forces

Innovation : Baidu prévoit de lancer un produit de type IA générative et ChatGPT appelé Ernie

Bot pour les utilisateurs en Chine. Baidu propose un large éventail de fonctionnalités

innovantes, notamment la conduite autonome, les modèles de base multimodaux,

l’informatique quantique, l’informatique graphique et le métavers.

Exécution des ventes et prix : Baidu propose des prix compétitifs par rapport à ses

concurrents. Il propose également des cours d’apprentissage complets, une plate-forme open

source (PaddlePaddle), des données et une puissance de calcul gratuite aux développeurs afin

qu’ils puissent explorer des idées via AI Studio. Ces fonctionnalités ont entraîné une

augmentation de 60 % du nombre d’utilisateurs payants au cours de l’année 2022.

Modèle économique : Avec sa vision « Croire que tout le monde peut faire de l’IA », Baidu vise à

fournir à chaque développeur un accès aux technologies d’IA open source. L’entreprise soutient

cette vision en favorisant de solides communautés de développeurs pour PaddlePaddle (avec

plus de 5 millions de développeurs) et via un partenariat avec la société d’IA Hugging Face, qui

a débuté en 2022.

Précautions

Stratégie géographique : Les solutions d’IA de Baidu s’adressent principalement aux

développeurs en Chine. Certaines de ses offres en langage naturel, comme l’analyse de texte et

l’analyse des sentiments, ne sont disponibles qu’en chinois. Son absence de prise en charge

dans une langue autre que le chinois peut limiter son attrait pour les clients en dehors de la

Chine.

Stratégie produit : L’échelle commerciale de Baidu en matière de solutions de gestion des

données vendues aux entreprises, telles que les bases de données et les lacs de données, n’est

pas aussi importante que celle de ses concurrents directs en Chine. La densité relativement

faible des données de Baidu peut rendre difficile pour le fournisseur de se démarquer sur ce

marché.



Stratégie marketing : Baidu ne promeut pas activement l’IA responsable dans ses messages

marketing, et a donc une visibilité limitée auprès des clients. Le lancement prévu d’Ernie Bot,

qui comprend des capacités améliorées de détection des biais et d’explicabilité des modèles,

sera utile, mais il est en retard par rapport aux leaders de ce Magic Quadrant.

Clarifai

Clarifai est un acteur de niche dans ce Magic Quadrant. L’entreprise est surtout connue pour ses

services de vision et a été un fournisseur solide dans ce domaine. Cependant, son offre CAIDS et

sa feuille de route couvrent les cas d’utilisation du langage, de la vision et de l’autoML. Le siège

social de Clarifai est situé à Wilmington, dans le Delaware. Ses activités sont géographiquement

diversifiées et elle prévoit d’étendre la présence de ses employés en Amérique du Nord, dans la

région EMEA et en Asie/Pacifique. Ses clients sont généralement des moyennes et grandes

entreprises de tous les principaux secteurs.

La stratégie de vente de Clarifai est axée sur cinq secteurs verticaux : le secteur public, la vente au

détail, les médias et le divertissement, la fabrication et les transports. Il s’agit encore d’une startup

à un stade intermédiaire et n’est pas encore rentable.

Forces

Compréhension du marché : En tant que société CAIDS pure-play, Clarifai a établi deux objectifs

clairs qui s’alignent sur la demande du marché. Tout d’abord, Clarifai fournit aux développeurs

des fonctionnalités pour créer des applications métier basées sur l’IA, notamment l’IA

générative, les API, les accélérateurs, les modèles pré-entraînés personnalisables et les

fonctionnalités d’opérations d’apprentissage automatique (MLOps) de bout en bout.

Deuxièmement, l’offre de Clarifai permet d’augmenter la productivité des développeurs grâce à

l’automatisation.

Product strategy: Clarifai plans to strengthen its offering further in 2023. Its roadmap includes

ChatGPT’s derived generative language services, workflows that combine text-to-audio with

other NLP services, and joint embedding of vision and language for search and multimodal

tasks. It also plans to release synthetic data generation, distributed training capabilities for

deep-trained models and one-click training with autopilot mode.

Vertical/industry strategy: In 2022, Clarifai attained new certifications for its CAIDS offering,

including Service Organization Control (SOC) 2/SOC 3 and General Data Protection

Requirement (GDPR). This demonstrates a further maturation of its product to support

regulated industries. Across verticals, Clarifai’s customer growth has averaged 16%. This is

reinforced by its investments in industry-focused solutions, such as intelligence surveillance

and reconnaissance, visual inspection, video analysis for commercial real estate, and content

moderation for media and entertainment.

Cautions

Overall viability: Clarifai is a relatively small, venture-funded company that is competing with

the cloud giants. Although Clarifai plans to expand its employee presence in North America,



EMEA and Asia/Pacific in 2023, it must accelerate its investments in sales and support to scale

up to the needs of large enterprises.

Geographical strategy: Clarifai’s geographic reach is not comparable with Leaders in this Magic

Quadrant. Its modest investment will not be sufficient to effectively build customer awareness

in all regions.

Operations: Clarifai’s employee headcount is low compared with that of its competitors. Large

enterprises must work closely with Clarifai to ensure they get the level of support they expect.

Google

Google is a Leader in this Magic Quadrant. Google Vertex AI offers language, vision, structured

data and autoML services on the Google Cloud Platform (GCP). Google continues to improve the

Vertex AI machine learning platform, including new enhancements that have improved both

usability and accessibility for developers.

Since 2022, Google has added new solutions aimed at specific verticals including education,

government, life sciences, and transportation and logistics. It complements these vertical

offerings with targeted solutions, such as COVID-19-centered offerings, and with horizontal

solutions called Contact Center AI and Document AI. Google continues to see strong revenue and

share growth for Vertex AI, and it remains a leader in AI research and responsible AI.

Strengths

Market responsiveness/record: Google Cloud’s Vertex AI continues to gain momentum as the

company enhances the capabilities of its services. The addition of more low-code tools makes

the platform easier for non-data-scientists to use. GCP also continues to focus on targeted

vertical markets and major accounts where Google services are well-received.

Overall viability: Google has extensive resources that it can devote to its CAIDS portfolio. The

company has built out one of the strongest portfolios of language, vision, structured data and

autoML services. Google offers individual prebuilt autoML services for language, structured

data and vision, including both image and video. Google’s DeepMind and Google Research

advance AI via deep learning, unsupervised learning and generative AI, which will position the

company to capitalize on advances in AI technology by quickly building them into enterprise-

ready services for their customers.

Sales execution and pricing: The restructuring of the Google Cloud organization over the past

few years is delivering results. The organization is focusing on named accounts and offerings

tailored to selected verticals. As a result, GCP’s offerings are gaining traction in the market. In

addition to its own vertical solutions, Google has partnered with C3.ai and many other partners

to deliver a portfolio of partner solutions to its customers.

Cautions

Customer experience: Google’s customer experience scores are still maturing as the company

continues to invest in its sales and support functions. Recent organizational changes include

the hiring of new leaders from other hyperscalers and ISVs.



Marketing strategy: Google has been less aggressive than other CAIDS providers in terms of

promoting its offering. Google appears to have become more cautious in its approach to

marketing as a result of public discourse regarding its AI practices.

Vertical/industry strategy: Google has recently expanded the number of industries served by its

GCP portfolio inclusive of its CAIDS services. Market awareness is still maturing and Google’s

success with its new, vertical-specific solutions is yet to be seen.

H2O.ai

H2O.ai is a Visionary in this Magic Quadrant. H2O AI Cloud offers end-to-end AI life cycle

development, management and deployment of AI models and applications. Its platform provides

language, vision and autoML services that can run in the cloud, on-premises, and in edge and

hybrid environments. H2O.ai has customers in most industries. It remains a thought leader in

autoML across structured, time-series, image, video, audio, text and document data.

The company is a major open-source contributor, with 20,000 companies supporting H2O.ai’s

open-source offering and more than 1 million users. H2O.ai invests resources into AI for Good in

order to solve global problems, such as conservation issues and natural disasters.

Strengths

Market responsiveness/record: H2O.ai continues to innovate its CAIDS offerings. Over the past

12 months, H2O.ai has enhanced its core AI engines: Hydrogen Torch for deep learning,

Document AI for unstructured data use cases and Driverless AI for greater accommodation of

developers and data scientists. H2O.ai also emphasizes responsible AI by offering guardrails to

protect against common ML pitfalls, including automatic model validation and model

monitoring to ensure trust.

Market understanding: H2O.ai co-creates AI products with its customers. It brings its

technology, AI expertise, go-to-market support, training and enablement, while customers

contribute their domain acumen and data. For example, H2O.ai has co-created, with AT&T, the

AI Feature Store, an in-database model deployment process with Snowflake, a solution for

generating synthetic training data to protect privacy with Subsalt and fintech apps with the

Commonwealth Bank of Australia. H2O.ai has also prioritized vertical solutions for healthcare,

financial services, business operations and customer service.

Offering (product) strategy: H2O.ai helps developers to quickly build accurate, transparent AI

models and applications with features such as model validation, a no-code deep learning

framework in H2O Hydrogen Torch, and zero-shot and embedding models for unsupervised

image and text data exploration.

Cautions

Marketing execution: Most H2O.ai customers are data scientists, and only 25% are developers.

H2O.ai’s offering should be attractive to developers due to its easy-to-use SDK, interface,

workflow and API experience, but its marketing efforts are not sufficient to attract more

developers.



Operations: H2O.ai has invested to match the growth it is experiencing in Latin America,

Australia and Singapore. H2O.ai’s community support and self-service work well for users who

are competent in ML, but most developers need additional guidance.

Sales execution: The vendor’s Cloud AI Units are designed to accommodate the difference in

consumption for training and inference, but this model could be confusing for customers.

However, customers have an option of server-based licensing, and the ever-evolving H2O.ai

open-source platform is free.

Huawei Cloud

Huawei Cloud is a Niche Player in this Magic Quadrant. Its platform provides language, vision and

autoML services that can run in its public cloud, on-premises and in edge and hybrid

environments. Based in Guangdong, China, Huawei Cloud’s operations are concentrated in China,

although it does have a presence in Southeast Asia and EMEA.

Huawei Cloud has more personnel dedicated to CAIDS than most of its competitors, and it has a

solid record for its operations and marketing execution. It is a thought leader in industry-specific

foundation models, enterprise knowledge management and intelligent decision making. Few

vendors offer language services for Arabic, but Huawei Cloud has one of the most comprehensive

sets.

Strengths

Overall viability: Huawei Cloud runs a profitable CAIDS business, and most of its sales result

from organic customer growth. It continued to expand its partner relationships in 2022 and now

has hundreds of partners, with plans to continue to expand in 2023. Its revenue grew by double

digits in 2022, with a similar growth rate projected for 2023.

Marketing execution: Huawei Cloud leads developer-focused events such as domestic and

international conferences, exhibitions and university programs. Its focus on a seamless, end-to-

end developer experience is driving a high rate of adoption among engineers. Its thought

leadership on enterprise knowledge management and acceleration of decision making using its

AI and ML capabilities are resonating with its potential customers.

Operations: Huawei Cloud offers world-class operational SLAs of 99.9% availability, with

response times as low as 15 minutes, depending upon the scale and severity of the incident. It

has hundreds of support and operations personnel dedicated to the platform.

Cautions

Market understanding: Huawei Cloud does not emphasize or advocate for the responsible use

of AI as much as Leaders in this Magic Quadrant. Customers should ensure that the Huawei

Cloud models they use and develop have acceptable levels of bias, per their organization’s

requirements.

Geographical strategy: Huawei Cloud is available in only a few countries and has a much

smaller geographic reach than Leaders in this Magic Quadrant. Furthermore, not all CAIDS



(language, vision and autoML services) are available in every country where Huawei Cloud is

available. Customers should evaluate which of the three use cases are available in the

countries where they need to deploy services.

Vertical/industry strategy: Huawei Cloud does not have the breadth of prebuilt industry-specific

services and models as Leaders in this research. Customers should evaluate Huawei Cloud’s

offering to ensure it meets their industry-specific needs.

IBM

IBM is a Leader in this Magic Quadrant. Its Watson AI services and capabilities span all three

CAIDS use cases. IBM has continued to improve the integration between its industry-leading

research division and its product organizations to ensure that IBM innovations are added to

products in a timely fashion.

Headquartered in Armonk, New York, IBM’s operations are global, with customers across all

industries and more than 300 physical offices. IBM has a strong presence in vertical markets and

is especially strong in responsible and trustworthy AI. It leads with a true hybrid cloud strategy

that appeals to most customers.

Strengths

Product or service: Watson Discovery and Watson Natural Language Understanding provide

strong capabilities for answering questions and generating narratives. IBM’s vision services are

competitive, especially its video content analysis capabilities. Maximo Visual Inspection

includes deep-learning models that learn to analyze video streams for classification and to

detect objects, action and anomalies. In addition to autoML support in Watson Studio AutoAI,

IBM provides developers with responsible AI capabilities, including data quality, model lineage,

model monitoring, drift, bias detection and explainability.

Market understanding: IBM’s CAIDS portfolio delivers a strong set of capabilities to address a

wide range of customer needs. Its user-friendly tools enable developers to deploy embedded AI

services in any environment, including public clouds, on-premises and at the edge. IBM’s CAIDS

offering also provides low-code and no-code tools that enable developers and citizen

developers to rapidly build and deploy AI solutions.

Operations: IBM’s highly trained global technical support team provides 24/7 support. IBM

provides best-in-class operational SLAs of 99.995% availability, with response times of less

than 15 minutes for high-severity issues.

Cautions

Sales strategy: IBM’s sales strategy is driven by its existing partner relationships. In 2022, IBM

launched IBM Partner Plus, a program that provides significant access to IBM competitive

incentives, greater insider access and enhanced support.

Market responsiveness: IBM’s offering is fairly comprehensive, but it has some gaps in its

image generation and image labeling services. Its offering lacks crowdsourcing and synthetic



data creation capabilities, as well as automated building of image and video content analysis

models.

Sales execution and pricing: IBM offers an extensive range of deployment options that may

have unclear costs. Customers should carefully assess the full cost implications for

nonstandard deployments.

Microsoft

Microsoft is a Leader in this Magic Quadrant. Its Azure AI platform has a comprehensive offering

for all three use cases: language, vision and autoML. Based in Redmond, Washington, Microsoft’s

operations are global, and it has customers across all industries. Professional developers can

consume its services via APIs and SDKs.

Microsoft leads the industry by responding to market demands faster than its competitors,

building a compelling business model and structuring a tiered pricing model that encourages

enterprises of all sizes to build AI-powered applications.

Strengths

Business model: Microsoft customers can access and extend a wide range of prebuilt models

from Microsoft, OpenAI (via its exclusive agreement) and Hugging Face. It also provides

customers with an extensive network of global partners. Microsoft’s internal use of CAIDS

across its product lines enables it to improve product quality and release features faster than

its competitors.

Sales execution and pricing: Microsoft offers a free version of Azure AI, a pay-as-you-go tier for

small teams, and discounted subscription plans for large enterprises (with fixed monthly or

annual commitments). Microsoft offers its autoML capabilities for free, charging only for

compute and storage. Microsoft also employs AI solution architects as part of its sales team.

These “AI rangers” create successful, deployable proofs of concept.

Market responsiveness/record: Microsoft continues to productize AI innovations for enterprise

markets faster than its competitors. In addition to Microsoft’s own AI products, customers can

leverage marketplace solutions, which grew at a triple-digit rate in 2022. Microsoft also

supports developers by providing free online courses, videos, tutorials and documentation.

Microsoft is a leading contributor of open-source software (OSS) code, including SDKs for

developing AI applications responsibly, and its subsidiary GitHub hosts most of its AI/ML OSS

code for free.

Cautions

Vertical/industry strategy: Microsoft has improved its industry coverage, but its model strategy

and selection of vertical offerings are less comprehensive than those from other vendors.

Customers should evaluate the depth and breadth of Azure AI’s prebuilt models in their

business domain.

Customer experience: Customer ratings for Microsoft’s services have improved from last year,

but remain lower than those of some other Leaders in this Magic Quadrant. To avoid frustrating



its developer base, Microsoft needs to consolidate its CAIDS offerings into a single offering and

respond better to requests for new features.

Operations: Microsoft’s SLAs do not guarantee latency limits for CAIDS. This can be

problematic when these services are embedded in mission-critical, real-time applications and

when the workloads are computationally expensive. Also, Microsoft provides a maximum of

25% of service credit back for any CAIDS downtime below 99% uptime, while some other

Leaders provide 100% of service credit to their customers in this scenario.

Oracle

Oracle is a Niche Player in this Magic Quadrant. Oracle has released new services for speech,

vision, document and translation, and has added multiple capabilities across the stack (custom

language, for example). Oracle is headquartered in Austin, Texas. Its operations are global, and it

has customers across all industries.

Oracle’s primary strengths are in its autoML services, especially its responsible AI capabilities and

model deployment flexibility (including support for hybrid, cloud and on-premises deployments).

Strengths

Industry/vertical strategy: Oracle offers solid support for prebuilt and industry-specific models.

It also offers packaged AI solutions, such as OCI Anomaly Detection, which supports use cases

such as fraud detection, marketing effectiveness, threat identification and root cause analysis.

Geographical strategy: Over the past year, Oracle has added support for more languages to its

services, including sentiment analysis and translation services. Its vision, language and autoML

services are available in the Americas, EMEA and Asia/Pacific.

Overall viability: Oracle’s 2022 revenue exceeded its 2021 revenue, and its 2Q23 revenue is

outpacing its 2Q22 revenue. Oracle’s acquisition of Cerner Corporation is expected to bolster its

position in the healthcare data science market for years to come.

Cautions

Market responsiveness/record: Although Oracle improved its CAIDS offering from last year,

some services were not available as of January 2023, including generative capabilities, text-to-

speech, and champion/challenger analysis of production models, as examples.

Product or service: Although Oracle offers competitive AI services, there are areas that need

improvement to better compete in the CAIDS market. To remain competitive, Oracle must

quickly expand its language services to include text-to-speech and generative text capabilities

and to improve its vision services in the areas of labeling and generative AI.

Business model: Oracle’s recent Java licensing changes and audits have become problematic

for some enterprise IT leaders and their procurement offices. Potential buyers will need to

effectively prove the value of Oracle CAIDS to navigate the procurement climate.

Tencent



Tencent is a Niche Player in this Magic Quadrant. It is well-known for its technology and

capabilities, such as WeChat, gaming and mobile payment solutions. Since 2021, Tencent has

expanded the vision, language and autoML capabilities of its CAIDS solutions. Tencent’s

innovations have mostly been developed by its AI Lab (launched in 2016) and its AI research

center in Seattle, Washington.

Tencent is headquartered in Shenzhen, China. It has offices in 14 countries and plans to introduce

its CAIDS language services to EMEA and Latin America. Its operations and customers are mostly

in China, with about 10% of its customers in other Asia/Pacific countries or the U.S.

Strengths

Innovation: Tencent has greatly increased the range and quality of its prebuilt vertical solutions

over the past year. The company has added prebuilt models for several industry verticals,

including (but not limited to) education, energy, healthcare, transportation and logistics.

Overall viability: Tencent has grown in three key areas: partnerships, active customers and

revenue. Over the past year, Tencent has considerably expanded its number of partnerships,

which is driving increased revenue for Tencent’s CAIDS offering. During the same period,

Tencent’s active customer count has grown by about 37% and its CAIDS product revenue has

grown by about 26%.

Sales execution and pricing: Tencent offers flexible pricing options, including free trial periods,

pay as you go, consumption-based subscriptions and prepaid agreements. Tencent’s well-

established sales channels and expansive partner ecosystem have boosted its ability to reach

and service a growing customer base.

Cautions

Geographical strategy: Tencent offers vision and language services in multiple countries, but its

autoML services are almost entirely concentrated in China. Some aspects of its language

services, including sentiment analysis and text analytics, are available only in Chinese and

English.

Product strategy: Tencent’s language services can distinguish speakers but currently lack

biometric and speaker verification. However, its product roadmap includes plans to add these

capabilities in 2023.

Product or service: Although Tencent has improved its product offerings in areas such as

natural language generation (NLG), it is still lagging behind market leaders in other product

areas. These include feature store, model explainability, bias detection and remediation, and

model portfolio management.

Vendors Added and Dropped

We review and adjust our inclusion criteria for Magic Quadrants as markets change. As a result of

these adjustments, the mix of vendors in any Magic Quadrant may change over time. A vendor's

appearance in a Magic Quadrant one year and not the next does not necessarily indicate that we



have changed our opinion of that vendor. It may be a reflection of a change in the market and,

therefore, changed evaluation criteria, or of a change of focus by that vendor.

Added

Huawei Cloud

Dropped

Aible: Aible was dropped because its go-to-market strategy does not focus on the persona of a

professional software developer.

Dataiku: Dataiku was dropped because its go-to-market strategy does not focus on the persona

of a professional software developer.

Prevision.io: Prevision.io has been acquired by Density and is no longer an offering within the

CAIDS market.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
To qualify for inclusion in this Magic Quadrant, each vendor must:

Demonstrate a go-to-market strategy that focuses on the persona of a professional software

developer

Includes all the core capabilities of a CAIDS platform as per the Market Definition (and detailed

in the definitions below)

Have generated at least $15 million in revenue from its CAIDS offerings (excluding professional

services revenue) in 2022

Have at least 75 current paying enterprise customers for its CAIDS offerings

Core Capabilities

autoML Services

Using autoML services, developers can create custom models or supplemental models to use in

conjunction with existing general services. The following services allow developers without

significant machine learning (ML) or data science skills to customize the vendor-provided ML

services or build purpose-specific ML:

Automated Data Preparation — These services can prepare datasets to be used for training the

models. These services can cleanse and augment datasets from the raw data that is provided

by the organization and can include data visualization.

Feature Engineering — These services automatically evaluate data and add metadata to a

dataset that is submitted to the provider. This augmentation can be done via crowdsourcing

capabilities or ML models. The feature may also allow for automated detection and

classification of features and generation of new features from existing ones.



Automated Model Building — These models require developers to provide datasets that can be

used to train the models, as well as metadata tags that have the attributes they want the

models to be trained to identify. They must also identify the variable that they want to model to

predict. These services analyze the data and then recommend or select the potential best

algorithms that can be used to build and optimize the model. The service automatically

optimizes the performance and accuracy of the model by tuning the hyperparameters of the

model. The service may also blend algorithms to optimize model performance.

Model Management/Operationalization — These services may offer model

factory/orchestration functionality to automate the building of ML pipelines, including model

training, deployment, monitoring and management of models in production. The service may

also provide for packaging and provisioning of infrastructure for the models created, such as

Kubernetes containers. The services should also automate creation of APIs needed to access

the models. This capability allows developers to monitor models in test and production

environments to assess model performance and model drift. This service may provide

automated retraining of the model and provision for replacing an outdated model with a better

one. Additional features may include business key performance indicators (KPIs) for model

value and the ability to assess the quality of data impacting the model performance.

Responsible AI — These services analyze datasets for potential bias, explainability and

interpretability:

Automated Bias Detection/Compensation — These services analyze datasets used to train

AI and ML models for potential biases from unbalanced samples (due to oversampling),

inclusion of data that is specifically prohibited (due to regulatory constraints) or other

sources.

Explainability — These services explain the workings of the model, such as parameters,

weightings of those parameters for a given model output and the algorithm methodology

employed in the model.

Interpretability — These services explain how the model derived its output in a manner that

is understandable for developers and other general users.

Optional Capabilities

Language Services

Language services can include:

Natural Language Processing/Understanding — This service includes functions such as

tokenization, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, stemming, term frequency-inverse document

frequency (TF-IDF) and other text processing functions. Natural language understanding is a

subset of natural language processing that deals with machine comprehension. It takes textual

input and extracts metadata from the text. Extracting metadata is straightforward, but



understanding the intent of the person entering the text is challenging and often requires

supplemental models.

Speech to Text — This service is a subset of computational linguistics that converts analog

input to text output. This text output can be the final product, or it can be entered into a natural

language understanding model so that metadata can be extracted. Many computing devices,

such as personal computers and smartphones, have a built-in automated speech recognition

(ASR) capability.

Natural Language Generation — This service creates natural language from a machine

representation, such as concepts, datasets or minimal descriptions in a knowledge base; or

from a logical form, such as a return form that generates a letter to the customer. The service

essentially translates data to natural language text.

Text to Speech — This service converts textual input into analog output/speech.

Translation — This service takes text input from the source language and converts it to a target

language. This is a challenging task because different languages have distinct structures. It is

not as simple as translating a word from one language to the corresponding word in another

language.

Sentiment Analysis — This service analyzes language for positive, negative or neutral

sentiment based on the words that the developer enters into a conversation or social model.

These services may be supplemented by other services that analyze the tone of analog inputs.

Text Analytics — This service analyzes unstructured text to extract elements such as concepts,

topics and keyword attributes, and it adds these as metadata.

Vision Services

Vision services can include:

Image Recognition/Labeling — This service normally identifies what objects or people are

contained in an image. Some implementations can also identify other attributes in the image,

such as colors or patterns. This service enables developers to identify whether people or other

items of interest are in an image, to add metadata for classifying or tagging the images, and to

submit image datasets for labeling.

Video AI — This service normally combines image recognition and ASR to identify people and

other objects in a video and to create a transcript for the audio. Some services also track the

movement of people across multiple frames of the video.

ML-Enabled Optical Character Recognition (OCR) — This service converts electronic images of

typed, handwritten, printed text, or text in images or video into machine-encoded text and adds

metadata to the content. The service also uses ML to classify the information in a given field

based on its content.



Image Generation — This service constructs images similar to the given image set or based on

a word prompt. Synthetic data is a popular use of image generation.

We excluded any vendor that:

Did not include autoML services in its CAIDS offering.

Offered CAIDS only as part of a professional services contract, where the services are used

exclusively by the vendor’s consultants.

Offered services that were not native services created and delivered by the vendor. As such,

models built by customers using the vendor’s platform were not considered.

Honorable Mentions

Live Tech SRL: Live Tech SRL provides the LOKO AI IDE, a low-code and pro-code development

environment for data scientists and software engineers to easily drag and drop data sources,

algorithms and workflows for model building and operations. The vendor provides integrations to

large cloud providers for common storage services and model deployment. Custom extensions

can be coded in R and Python and contributed as easy building blocks into the LOKO AI IDE.

LiveTech SRL also offers a community edition that can be utilized on-premises. It offers a limited

range of prebuilt models for industry-specific use cases, and is still maturing its technology.

Hugging Face: Hugging Face is the extensive open platform for artificial intelligence (AI) and

machine learning (ML), called  the “Hub.” These products, built on top of the Hugging Face Hub

platform, aim to make state-of-the-art machine learning more accessible. Using Inference

Endpoints, the community quickly deploys custom models or any 200,000-plus pretrained

transformers, sentence transformers or diffuser models on dedicated, fully managed

infrastructure. With AutoTrain, users create powerful AI models without code. Finally, companies

get direct guidance and hands-on help from the Hugging Face experts to accelerate their machine

learning roadmaps.

Evaluation Criteria

Ability to Execute

The Ability to Execute criteria used in this Magic Quadrant are as follows (for the sources of

information that informed Gartner’s evaluations using these criteria, see the Evidence section):

Product or Service: This criterion assesses how competitive and successful a vendor’s CAIDS

offering is with regard to the critical capability areas, in light of the vendor’s RFP response and

video submission. Product weight is high due to the critical end-user value generated by the

ability to learn, adopt and leverage autoML, language and vision services into innovative and

intelligent enterprise applications and systems.

Overall Viability: This criterion concerns the organization’s financial status and model as it

relates to CAIDS. It also takes account of existing and prospective customers’ views about the
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vendor’s likely future relevance.

Sales Execution/Pricing: This criterion covers the vendor’s capabilities in sales activities. It

includes the overall evaluation and contract negotiation/flexibility with a vendor as well as the

value the customer receives.

Market Responsiveness/Record: This criterion addresses the extent to which a vendor has

momentum and success in the worldwide market using a balanced set of measures.

Customer Experience: This criterion concerns customers’ experience of working with a vendor

after a purchase. Factors include the availability of quality third-party resources (such as

integrators and service providers), the quality and availability of end-user training and

certification, and the quality of the peer-user community.

Operations: This criterion concerns how well a vendor supports its customers, and how trouble-

free its software is.

Table 1: Ability to Execute Evaluation Criteria

Source: Gartner (May 2023)

Product or Service High

Overall Viability Medium

Sales Execution/Pricing Medium

Market Responsiveness/Record Medium

Marketing Execution Medium

Customer Experience Medium

Operations Medium

Evaluation Criteria Weighting



Completeness of Vision

The Completeness of Vision criteria used in this Magic Quadrant are as follows (for the sources of

information that informed Gartner’s evaluations using these criteria, see the Evidence section):

Market Understanding: This criterion concerns how closely aligned a CAIDS vendor is with the

shifting needs of software engineering leaders and how widely its customers use recent and

emerging capabilities.

Marketing Strategy: This criterion considers whether a vendor has a clear set of messages that

communicate its value and differentiation in the CAIDS market, and whether that vendor is

generating awareness of its differentiation.

Sales Strategy: This criterion concerns the extent to which a vendor’s sales approach benefits

from a range of options and drivers that encourage customers to evaluate its CAIDS offering.

Offering (Product) Strategy: Gartner evaluates a vendor’s ability to support key trends that will

create business value in the future. Existing and planned products and functions that contribute

to these trends are factored into each vendor’s score for this criterion, based on its presented

roadmap. Vendor roadmaps offered distinction and showed separation, and this criterion is

weighted highly due to the fast pace of change and need for prioritized execution in this market.

Vertical/Industry Strategy: This criterion assesses how well a vendor can meet the needs of

various industries through templates or packaged data and analytics content. Vendors have

been investing in their vertical strategies as organizations are seeking AI built to solve problems

within their specific business domains. Thus, this is a highly weighted criterion.

Innovation: This criterion gauges the extent to which a vendor is investing in generative AI

capabilities, extending the value of its autoML technology and delivering unique capabilities. It

considers whether a vendor is setting standards for innovation that others are emulating. Due

to the speed of which innovation is occurring in this market, this is a highly weighted criteria.

Geographic Strategy: This criterion considers how well-represented a vendor is around the

world.

Table 2: Completeness of Vision Evaluation Criteria

Market Understanding Medium

Marketing Strategy Medium

Evaluation Criteria Weighting



Source: Gartner (May 2023)

Quadrant Descriptions

Leaders

Leaders have robust offerings in all three key service areas: autoML, language and vision. Their

CAIDS offerings are accessible via APIs and do not require developers to have data science

expertise. Leaders also provide supporting capabilities to enhance their core services, including

automated bias detection and mitigation, feature engineering, NLP, image labeling, MLOps, and AI

that is explainable and interpretable. Leaders serve multiple regions and support multiple

languages.

Challengers

Challengers are typically large businesses with substantial assets. Challengers have the resources

to invest in developing their CAIDS services, but may lack the ability to articulate and map their

product vision to market needs. Challengers may operate regionally or globally. They may even

dominate in one region.

Visionaries

Visionaries aspire to compete in the CAIDS market and have the resources to succeed, but they

have yet to deliver a competitive portfolio of services. Visionaries often offer only a subset of the

Sales Strategy Medium

Offering (Product) Strategy High

Business Model Medium

Vertical/Industry Strategy High

Innovation High

Geographic Strategy Medium

Evaluation Criteria Weighting



overall services needed in the market and intend to expand their services to compete with

Leaders.

Niche Players

Niche Players typically focus on a narrower range of AI services than Leaders and Challengers. In

some cases, they are smaller businesses that have limited resources to invest in their services

and in expanding beyond their home region. In other cases, they are larger organizations that

struggle to create and execute on a compelling product roadmap.

Context
Software engineering leaders should evaluate the capabilities of CAIDS vendors across numerous

dimensions, including:

Responsible AI: In response to increased customer expectations, most CAIDS vendors are

investing heavily in improving responsible AI components.

Model portfolio management: Vendors are increasingly productizing and industrializing AI

capabilities into platforms that enable governance, reusability, scalability and auditing.

Prebuilt models and customizability: CAIDS vendors are expanding their collection of prebuilt

models for specific verticals to democratize AI/ML-augmented software development.

Model authoring techniques: Vendors are consuming and contributing to open-source and

open-data libraries and providing software developers with model authoring capabilities across

command line interface (CLI), SDK and low-code approaches.

Deployment flexibility: Some vendors offer great flexibility, while others have restrictions on

where teams can deploy models.

Key points of differentiation between vendors are their level of maturity in responsible AI,

generative AI capabilities, language and geographic support, and flexibility of model deployment.

When selecting autoML services, software engineering leaders should prioritize vendors that excel

at providing explainable, transparent models with built-in bias detection. Using CAIDS with those

features help teams to build responsible and more ethical AI solutions. The entire life cycle of a

model requires development time and continued investment. Software engineering teams will

need to increase their skills and fluency with these tools, including in areas such as data

acquisition, feature engineering, model authoring and performance improvements.

Beyond acquiring data and authoring new models, software engineering leaders must help their

teams learn the skills required to support ModelOps (see A Mandate for MLOps, ModelOps and

DevOps Coordination). As developers become more familiar with AI and ML models and the

functionality that can be added to applications, they will increasingly take on some or all of the

responsibilities of ModelOps. This includes:

Monitoring and managing ML models in the applications where they are deployed
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Extracting information from (or adding metadata to) unstructured text or data assets

Using autoML services to build ML models that suggest next best actions, classify and

automate document processing, or automate decision making for business workflows

Evaluating models for ethical concerns and mitigating biases

Working within a greater community where feature reuse and large model portfolio

management become a greater concern

Software engineering leaders must also educate themselves and other stakeholders about the

need for responsible AI, as well as the ethical and privacy concerns surrounding AI use. They

should drive efforts to create a task force responsible for AI privacy, security and risk. The Gartner

2021 AI in Organizations Study found that organizations that had an AI privacy, security and risk

taskforce in place converted a higher proportion of AI proofs of concept into production and

received more value from their AI investments.

Market Overview
Recent advancements in generative AI have sparked a massive surge of interest in AI

technologies among software engineering leaders and business leaders alike. The number of

Gartner inquiries about generative AI has increased by over 1,300% year over year. AWS, Microsoft

and Google are the most popular CAIDS vendors discussed within social media. 1 By 2025, the AI

software market is expected to reach $134.8 billion in revenue at a compound annual growth rate

of 29.2% — growing more than twice as fast as the overall software market. 2 During 2023, there

have been many announcements that will continue to shape this market for this year and into the

future. 3,4,5,6

Although software engineering leaders are excited about the potential of AI, this enthusiasm has

not yet led to mainstream adoption of emerging AI technologies. In the 2022 Gartner Technology

Innovation Bets Survey, AI was the leading technology that participants stated they had not yet

deployed but expected to be especially important in the next five years. The survey also found that

among many emerging AI technologies, responsible AI was one of the least adopted (only 13%

having already deployed).

Software engineering leaders encounter one primary barrier that impedes adoption of AI

technologies: a lack of skills within their teams. The 2022 Gartner Technology Innovation Bets

Survey also found that, for every emerging AI technology, a lack of skills was always the largest

identified limitation to adoption factors — surpassing other factors such as funding, legal,

customer or employee resistance and unclear ROI. Software engineering leaders face an urgent

need to hire talent and upskill existing staff so that teams can build, maintain and operate ML

models.

Cloud AI developer services (CAIDS) are essential tools that can alleviate the amount of effort and

upskilling required for software engineering teams. CAIDS vendors are delivering features to help

bridge the skills gaps, including:



Data preparation

Feature engineering

Automated ML building

Deployment in production environments, where further monitoring of drift and tuning can take

place

Monitoring for accuracy, performance and ethical concerns

CAIDS Enable Software Engineering Teams to Build Next-Generation Applications

CAIDS will not replace software engineers. Rather, these services augment the capabilities of your

teams so that they can wield their application, data and technical skills in new ways.

CAIDS empower software engineers to build more predictive and intelligent features that better

meet the needs of their users. CAIDS provide the autoML capabilities that software engineering

teams need to create and customize ML models. Software engineering teams are using ML

models to enhance the functionality of existing applications and to create new types of

applications. ML models can classify information, predict trends, assess risks and automate

processes across all functional areas and workflows.

CAIDS are also essential for building an integrated MLOps pipeline, where software engineering

teams do not have to assemble individual tools and figure out how to make them work together.

This automated pipeline can enable developers to deliver new and enhanced application

functionality more quickly and efficiently.

Software engineering leaders can benefit from the simplicity of using a single CAIDS vendor that

provides autoML, language and vision services. This approach can improve developer experience

and streamline your teams’ workflows by enabling them to move fluidly between services. Using

multiple vendors is not out of the question, however. Smaller vendors that specialize in autoML

could provide services and capabilities that align closely with your use cases, and they could offer

the greatest value.

CAIDS Vendors Are Expanding and Improving Their Services

In the past year, CAIDS vendors have greatly expanded their libraries of prebuilt ML models for

vertical solutions and have vastly improved their support for these solutions. Vendors have further

democratized AI by offering far more prebuilt models in sectors such as education, life sciences,

professional services, transportation, and banking and finance. Gartner inquiry regarding

generative AI has increased over 1,300% YoY, and CAIDS vendors have been announcing new

generative capabilities and partnerships across both vision and language use cases.

CAIDS vendors are also improving their capabilities across three key use cases:



AutoML: Smaller vendors continue to lead the innovation of autoML capabilities, but large

vendors are catching up. Vendors are expanding beyond ML model performance and accuracy

to focus on delivering explainability, transparency and bias mitigation features. Vendors are

also fine-tuning the core autoML features that software engineering teams need in order to

rapidly develop, deploy and maintain models in production environments.

Language: Vendors are developing massive language models that can deliver an expanded

range of high-quality language services. Major cloud vendors are using their immense

computing infrastructure to develop proprietary language models. Smaller vendors are using

open-source software, data and ML models to try to compete.

Vision: Nearly every CAIDS vendor has improved its vision capabilities. The prolific use of

computer vision in China has driven immense improvements among China-based vendors in

the past year. OpenAI’s release of DALL-E 2 in 2022 has added investment, focus and

innovation to CAIDS vendors’ current execution plans, partnerships and roadmap direction.

We expect CAIDS vendors to grow and evolve by increasing the flexibility of model deployments,

by improving model portfolio management and responsible AI, and by offering more capabilities

and services that use generative AI.

Evidence
1 Approved Methodology: Gartner conducts social listening analysis leveraging third-party data

tools to complement or supplement the other fact bases presented in this document. Due to its

qualitative and organic nature, the results should not be used separately from the rest of this

research. No conclusions should be drawn from this data alone. Social media data in reference is

from 1 January 2021 through 20 February 2023 in all geographies (except China) and recognized

languages. Fahim Talmeez from the social media analytics team contributed to this research.

2 Forecast Analysis: Artificial Intelligence Software, Worldwide

3  General Availability of Azure OpenAI Service Expands Access to Large, Advanced AI Models

With Added Enterprise Benefits, Microsoft.

4  AWS and Hugging Face Collaborate to Make Generative AI More Accessible and Cost Efficient,

AWS.

5  An Important Next Step on Our AI Journey, Google.

6  Baidu ERNIE Bot Press Conference, YouTube.

2021 Gartner AI in Organizations Survey. This survey was conducted to understand the keys to

successful AI implementations and the barriers to the operationalization of AI. The research was

conducted online from October through December 2021 among 699 respondents from

organizations in the U.S., Germany and the U.K. Quotas were established for company size and for

industries to ensure a good representation across the sample. Organizations were required to

have developed AI or intended to deploy AI within the next three years. Respondents were required
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to be part of the organization’s corporate leadership or report into corporate leadership roles, and

have a high level of involvement with at least one AI initiative. Respondents were also required to

have one of the following roles when related to AI in their organizations. determine AI business

objectives, measure the value derived from AI initiatives or manage AI initiatives development and

implementation. Disclaimer: Results of this survey do not represent global findings or the market

as a whole, but reflect the sentiments of the respondents and companies surveyed.

2022 Gartner Technology Innovation Bets Survey. This study was conducted to determine the

attitudes and processes surrounding the adoption of key technologies, as well as the roles

responsible for technology adoption. The types of challenges and impact associated with these

technologies were also addressed. The research was conducted online from May through June

2022 among 164 respondents from North America (n = 92; the U.S. and Canada), Europe (n = 40;

the U.K.) and Asia/Pacific (n = 32; Australia and Singapore). Results were from respondents with

$50 million or more in 2021 enterprisewide annual revenue. Industries surveyed included

banking/investment services, education providers, energy, government, healthcare, IT, insurance,

manufacturing, natural resources, retail, services, communications service providers,

transportation, utilities and wholesale. Respondents were screened for job title, company size, job

responsibilities (which had to focus on either IT- or business-related tasks), awareness of specific

innovation technology decisions within the company, accuracy of knowledge related to specific

technologies, and deployment time frame of technology. Disclaimer: Results of this survey do not

represent global findings or the market as a whole, but reflect the sentiments of the respondents

and companies surveyed.

Evaluation Criteria Definitions

Ability to Execute

Product/Service: Core goods and services offered by the vendor for the defined market. This

includes current product/service capabilities, quality, feature sets, skills and so on, whether

offered natively or through OEM agreements/partnerships as defined in the market definition and

detailed in the subcriteria.

Overall Viability: Viability includes an assessment of the overall organization's financial health, the

financial and practical success of the business unit, and the likelihood that the individual business

unit will continue investing in the product, will continue offering the product and will advance the

state of the art within the organization's portfolio of products.

Sales Execution/Pricing: The vendor's capabilities in all presales activities and the structure that

supports them. This includes deal management, pricing and negotiation, presales support, and the

overall effectiveness of the sales channel.

Market Responsiveness/Record: Ability to respond, change direction, be flexible and achieve

competitive success as opportunities develop, competitors act, customer needs evolve and

market dynamics change. This criterion also considers the vendor's history of responsiveness.

Marketing Execution: The clarity, quality, creativity and efficacy of programs designed to deliver

the organization's message to influence the market, promote the brand and business, increase



awareness of the products, and establish a positive identification with the product/brand and

organization in the minds of buyers. This "mind share" can be driven by a combination of publicity,

promotional initiatives, thought leadership, word of mouth and sales activities.

Customer Experience: Relationships, products and services/programs that enable clients to be

successful with the products evaluated. Specifically, this includes the ways customers receive

technical support or account support. This can also include ancillary tools, customer support

programs (and the quality thereof), availability of user groups, service-level agreements and so on.

Operations: The ability of the organization to meet its goals and commitments. Factors include

the quality of the organizational structure, including skills, experiences, programs, systems and

other vehicles that enable the organization to operate effectively and efficiently on an ongoing

basis.

Completeness of Vision

Market Understanding: Ability of the vendor to understand buyers' wants and needs and to

translate those into products and services. Vendors that show the highest degree of vision listen

to and understand buyers' wants and needs, and can shape or enhance those with their added

vision.

Marketing Strategy: A clear, differentiated set of messages consistently communicated

throughout the organization and externalized through the website, advertising, customer

programs and positioning statements.

Sales Strategy: The strategy for selling products that uses the appropriate network of direct and

indirect sales, marketing, service, and communication affiliates that extend the scope and depth

of market reach, skills, expertise, technologies, services and the customer base.

Offering (Product) Strategy: The vendor's approach to product development and delivery that

emphasizes differentiation, functionality, methodology and feature sets as they map to current

and future requirements.

Business Model: The soundness and logic of the vendor's underlying business proposition.

Vertical/Industry Strategy: The vendor's strategy to direct resources, skills and offerings to meet

the specific needs of individual market segments, including vertical markets.

Innovation: Direct, related, complementary and synergistic layouts of resources, expertise or

capital for investment, consolidation, defensive or pre-emptive purposes.

Geographic Strategy: The vendor's strategy to direct resources, skills and offerings to meet the

specific needs of geographies outside the "home" or native geography, either directly or through

partners, channels and subsidiaries as appropriate for that geography and market.
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